
Hi Lauren, 
 
The office have confirmed that the new total would be £51,567.88 + VAT 
This would be as follows: 

- To replace the teacup twister with a rock n bowl spinner – keeping the surfacing and 
graphics as is 

- The fencing will be now be a raked fencing, following the slope as explained by Kevin at our 
pre-start meeting 

- Removing the Post Installation Inspection 
- Dig out and remove the 2 existing seats 
- Supply and install 2 keystone seats onto a concrete pad 

Would this be ok to amend on the order? 
 
The £176 would be installation per seat and is based on the assumption we would install these at the 
same time as the other equipment. If we install them on their own, the minimum installation would 
apply which is really expensive for 2 seats (I think it’s around £1225 + VAT.) 
 
Both images attached of the spinners 
Rock n Bowl – £2,109 to supply & £523 to install (excludes surfacing) 
Teacup Twister - £2,946 to supply and £523 to install (excludes surfacing) 
 
If we were to proceed with the amendment now, the equipment changes should be fine but my only 
concern would be the fencing…. These would be specially made to suit the existing slope so if the 
costs aren’t approved or the fencing is changed there might be additional costs as we couldn’t re-use 
these anywhere else. 
From receipt of confirmation, I think the fencing lead time is around 5 weeks.  But while we wait for 
the fencing (if agreed), we could make a start with the equipment and groundworks as this would 
take a couple of weeks 
 
What do you think? Shall we proceed with all the changes or should we wait until the meeting on 
14th April and maybe push the installation start date back until we have everything confirmed?  
 


